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Abstract
This paper proposes a security algorithm for Internet of Things (IoT) using simple lightweight cryptographic operations.
The main advantage of the proposed algorithm is the simplicity, energy efficiency and the speed of algorithm such that it
can be computed quickly using a low-power microcontroller. The encryption of the sensed data is performed using simple
operations so as to consume smaller amount of node energy. To test the effectiveness, of the proposed algorithm, an
experimental rig is set up to implement the proposed algorithm. The analysis confirms that the proposed algorithm
provides end-to-end encryption and imparts security against likely attacks such as brute force attack, spoofing attack, and
has small code footprint. It is envisaged that the algorithm can be very useful in securing message transmissions in Internet
of Things.
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Transport (MQTT) being simple and lightweight
protocols.
Among the research challenges presented above,
security and privacy is considered as one of the main
hindrance for the widespread growth and adoption of IoT
as there is no public confidence that IoT will not cause
harm to user privacy. The security algorithm for IoT need
to take care of several issues that include protecting user
privacy, consuming less energy for the process and
providing strong security against attacks.
Security mechanisms at each layer of IoT protocol
stack [8, 2] are implemented to safeguard the sensed
information from adversaries. For example, at link layer,
encryption algorithms at the hardware in IEEE 802.15.4
sensing platforms are used to provide security features,
for instance in TelosB motes, Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) is used as a symmetric cryptosystem at
link layer. However, the encryption mechanisms at linklayer only safeguards hop-to-hop communication and the
messages on an IP network are not protected from
adversaries. At network layer, IPSec [9] is used to provide
security related services. But employing IPSec induces

1. Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) is rapidly gaining popularity due
to its potential to bring global digital revolution and is
being increasingly used in industrial, transportation,
digital health and agricultural applications [1]. With
numerous applications, IoT brings lot of research
challenges that include having a requisite architecture for
control and communication among devices [2]
Miniaturization of Components [3], Interoperability [4],
Service Orchestration [3], Security & Privacy [5, 6],
Standardization [7], etc. IoT being resource constrained
network demands lightweight protocols at each layer of
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) defined protocol
stack [8]. The application layer protocols are considered
as building-blocks to achieve the expected requirements
(e.g. scalability, reliability, performance) in Internet of
Things environment. The commonly used protocols at
application layer of IoT are Constrained Application
Protocol (CoAP) and Message Queuing Telemetry
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packet overhead that requires more processing power and
time. Further the protocols used in IPSec are complex
structured and consume lot of device energy. The
application layer protocols rely on the security protocols
at the underlying transport layer for providing security
elements to the communicating messages. One such
protocol at the transport layer is Transport Layer Security
(TLS) that guarantees security between applications and
provides the features like host authentication, data
confidentiality and integrity. However, TLS is only used
over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) that is rarely
used in IoT. A variant of TLS, for widely used protocol
User Datagram Protocol (UDP), known as Datagram
Transport Layer Security (DTLS) is available, but it is not
commonly used for IoT because of high data loss rates
due to packet fragmentation [10].
From the overview, it can be deduced that security
protocols discussed above are actually the modified
versions of existing complex network security protocols
and the modified versions are still complex for IoT. These
protocols are difficult to implement on resource
constricted IoT nodes as involved cryptographic
operations can be expensive in terms of code size and
processing speed.
The aim of this paper is to enable application layer
protocol MQTT with security elements so as to encrypt
payload of communicating messages with the proposed
lightweight secure cryptographic algorithm. We consider
MQTT as application layer protocol because it is itself
lightweight and popular protocol for IoT and very less
work has been done to secure MQTT messages at
application layer. The key benefits of the proposed
security algorithm are energy efficiency, simplicity and
secure. The idea is based on using less computational
structure of the cipher so that the available limited energy
at nodes will last for long to keep device operational for
longer time (to make it energy efficient). Unlike other
approaches thus far which rely on conventional network
security protocols, our method is designed in view of
resource constrained nature of IoT devices

(AES) cryptography is used and the AES key itself is
encrypted using ABE scheme. Since most of the IoT
devices have limited resources and generate smaller
number of data bits, therefore using highly computational
AES and ABE cryptographic techniques for smaller
number of generated bits is not suitable. [13] employed
Predicate Based Encryption and CP-ABE to protect
published content and the privacy of the client‟s
(subscriber‟s) interested topics.
IPSec is used at the network layer with Internet Key
Exchange (IKE) Protocol [14] to impart security
associations (SAs) among nodes. IKE provide mutual
authentication by implementing RSA based-certificates.
Authors in [14] propose Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) based IKE for mutual authentication and Elliptic
Curve-Diffie Hellman (ECDH) based key agreement
scheme in lieu of RSA and DH algorithms. The scheme
lowers the computation cost and needs smaller sized key
for the similar level [15]. IKE scheme is based on
certificates and thus unsuitable for miniature IoT devices.
A different security mechanism known as Identity Based
cryptographic Scheme (IBS) does not rely on certificates
from third party, thus making it advantageous for IoT.
IBS was first developed and implemented by Shamir [16].
In resource constrained devices, Identity-Based
Encryption (IBE) is designed and implemented using
RSA, Elgamal protocols [17], however, these are found to
be highly computational for resource constricted nodes
due to their exponentiation operations and hence making
them inappropriate for IoT.
[18] presented DTLS as a security protocol for IoT
that is placed between application layer and transport
layer. DTLS is based on RSA and is developed for Low
Power Networks. The analysis of this scheme depicts that
DTLS
imparts
confidentiality,
integrity
and
authentication, but consumes significant device energy
and induce overheads.

3. Proposed Method
This section describes the proposed algorithm to
safeguard MQTT messages from malicious users. The
aim of the proposed algorithm is to prevent sensed data
from illegitimate users by employing a lightweight
encryption algorithm. Being lightweight, it utilizes less
node energy for computations, therefore increasing the
longevity of IoT nodes. This is, as far as our knowledge
goes, the first security algorithm for encrypting MQTT
payload.

2. Related Work
A lattice-based cryptosystem “NtruEncrypt” is known to
be alternative of RSA cryptosystem. [11] performed the
comparative analysis of NtruEncrypt, ECC and Rabin‟s
scheme that were candidate security protocols to be used
for resource constrained environments like Wireless
Sensor Networks and Internet of Things. The results of
comparative analysis depict that NtruEncrypt consumes
less average power in comparison to other two protocols.
However, it requires large sized messages that might lead
to packet fragmentation and increase the packet retransmission rate due to communication errors.
Authors in [12] used Attribute-Based Encryption
(ABE) scheme to ensure security for IoT based on
Publish-Subscribe (Pub-Sub) architecture. To encrypt
messages, symmetric Advance Encryption Standard

3.1 Application Scenario
The application scenario that has been considered is
IoT based Home Automation System consisting of a
resource-rich IoT device that acts as server (S), three IoT
nodes (I1, I2, I3) acting as sensor devices (MQTT clients
i.e. Publisher & Subscribers) and MQTT broker (see
Figure 1). In our experimental setup, one Raspberry Pi
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[19] device is used as a server and other Raspberry Pi is
used as MQTT broker. MQTT clients are equipped with
sensors such as temperature sensor, humidity sensor,
Passive Infra-Red (PIR) sensor and have ESP8266 [20] as
communication equipment. MQTT clients have
constrained resources in terms of energy, memory and
computational power, therefore the available limited node
resources need to be utilized efficiently. Contrasting
MQTT clients, server and broker devices have no such
limitations in terms of processing power, energy and
memory capacities as Raspberry Pi has 900MHz quadcore ARM Cortex-A7 processor, 1GB RAM, supports
128GB SD card and is connected to uninterrupted power
supply in our scenario. Server is responsible for assigning
unique identifiers (IDs) to every IoT client node. For each
session, server assigns different IDs to client nodes,
therefore, making it difficult for adversary to guess the
value of node ID at particular instant of time as the
assigned IDs are short lived. All nodes contain pre-shared
secret (PSS) that is stored securely during the registration
process using a secure bootstrapping as specified in [21].
There are three phases of algorithm execution i.e. Key
generation & distribution phase, Encryption & Publish
phase and Decryption phase. In key generation and
distribution phase, server generates the key and shares
with communicating IoT clients. During Encryption and
publish phase, the sensed data is encrypted by derived key
at IoT client and then the encrypted data is published on
the topic and sent to MQTT broker. In decryption phase,
subscriber receives the data on given subscribed topic
from MQTT broker and then uses decryption algorithm
with derived key from S. The proposed system
architecture is shown in the figure 1.

This section describes the proposed algorithm that is
implemented to safeguard the sensed data at IoT client
nodes. As described above in the application scenario, I1
acts as publishing node and has sensed an event to be
transmitted to subscribers i.e. I2 & I3. The following
algorithmic steps will occur as soon as I1 has data to be
published.
I1 will send “PingReq” message to S. S will run
Algorithm A to generate secret key for secure
communication between I1 and I3, I2. Here, we will
consider I3 only as subscriber device to simplify the
explanation. Our proposed algorithm consists of three
phases as defined below:
Key Generation and Distribution Phase
This phase is performed at server that implements
algorithm A for generating and sharing IDs and secret
keys.
Algorithm A:
Step 1: Execute ID generation algorithm and distribute
IDs to every IoT client node.
Step 2: Generate a set (s) of random numbers by PseudoRandom Number Generator (PRNG) using seed
S1 and group them into „b‟ blocks.
Step 3: Generate „b‟ number of random integers to be
used as block selector.
Step 4: Generate „n‟ number of random integers to be
used as number selector from the chosen block (n
= s/b)
Step 5: Select the block randomly from step 3 and select
the number (R) arbitrarily from chosen block.
This R will act as encryption key.
Step 6: S will encrypt key (R) using device ID of
publisher (I1 in our scenario) and subscriber (I3
in our scenario) and will share the generated key
with I1 and I3 respectively i.e.
K1 = E(R, ID1) --- for Publisher
K3 = E(R, ID3) ---for Subscriber
Encryption and Publish Phase
This phase runs at publisher node. The data sensed by
publisher is encrypted by the derived key from server.
The encrypted data is published on the topic and send to
MQTT broker. The encryption is performed using
algorithm B described below.
Algorithm B:
Step 1: I1 will decrypt K1 using its device ID (ID1) to get
encryption key „R‟.
R = D(K1, ID1)
Step 2: I1 will encrypt sensed data (m) using key „R‟.
ED = m ^ R
Step 3: Publish ED to MQTT broker.

Figure 1. IoT based Home Automation System
In figure 1, I1 (Temperature Sensor) is publisher
device and I2 (mobile device) & I3 (laptop) are subscriber
devices. Whenever publisher (I1) device senses an event
(temperature), it sends PingReq message to server which
then sends the encryption key to it. This key is used to
encrypt the temperature data at I1 which is then forwarded
to MQTT broker. The subscribers receives decryption key
from server and deciphers received data from MQTT
broker.

Decryption Phase
This phase runs at subscriber node, which after obtaining
key from server and data from broker launches algorithm
C to decipher the encrypted data. The algorithm at
subscriber is:
Algorithm C:

3.2 Proposed Algorithm
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Step 1: I3 will get K3 from the server „S‟. I3 will decipher
it using its device ID (ID3) to get key „R‟.
R = D (K3, ID3)
Step 2: Decrypt ED using k.
m = ED ^ R

equipment. The view of the IoT node is shown in figure 3
below:

Subscriber decrypts the message received from
MQTT broker and performs the required action based on
the message contents. The overall procedure of our
proposed algorithm is represented in figure 2.

Figure 3. Exemplary IoT Node
Technical parameters of the components of
exemplary IoT node are:
1. Arduino Nano - based on the ATmega328P
microcontroller AVR architecture (Flash Memory of
32 KB, clock 16 MHz, 8 Analog I/O Pins, 22 Digital
I/O Pins, 1 KB EEPROM)
2. ESP8266 (Wi-Fi communication device)
3. 9 volt battery (Power supplier)
4. DHT11 (Temperature sensor)
The overall view of our experimental setup is shown in
figure 4.
Figure 2. Message Event Sequence
In the initialization phase, Publisher (P) has sensed
data that it wants to transmit to the subscriber via broker.
Publisher will send Ping message (PingReq) to server that
indicates that it has some data to be forwarded to
subscriber. Server will respond to Ping message
(PingResp) by generating device IDs for all IoT nodes for
the current session. Further, the server runs Algorithm A
to generate unique random number (R) to be used as
encryption key. R is encrypted using publisher‟s device
ID (IDp) generated for current session and send to
Publisher (K1 = E(R, IDp)). Publisher decrypts K1 to get
the key to be used for encrypting sensed data. The
encrypted data (ED) is sent on the given topic to the
MQTT broker. At the same time, server sends encrypted
key (K3 = E(R, IDs)) to the subscriber. At this time, the
broker forwards encrypted data (ED) to the subscriber
which decrypts the K3 and then uses it to decipher the
data received from broker. In this way, the MQTT
message travels securely from publisher to the subscriber.

Figure 4. Experimental Set-up

4. Analysis of Proposed Algorithm
4.1 Security Analysis
End-to-End Encryption
The algorithm provides end-to-end encryption for
communicating messages in IoT network. This is
explained in a way that publisher encrypts message and
sends encrypted message to the broker which forwards it
to the subscriber, only which can decrypt the message.
Broker is privileged to have messages from publishers but
it cannot access the actual message contents as it doesn‟t
have keys to decipher the messages, therefore, message
confidentiality is guaranteed even in the presence of
broker hijack attack. It is also deduced from the analysis
that the proposed algorithm provides security against
malicious broker because the deciphering keys are only

3.3 Implementation
The algorithm has been implemented in experimental setup consisting of IoT client nodes, server and broker
devices. IoT nodes are designed to have arduino nano
with ATMEGA 328P [22] as processing unit, DHT11 [23]
as temperature sensor, ESP8266 [20] as communication
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possessed by subscribers. So in this way our algorithm
provides end-to-end encryption.

devices enabled with sensors will be deployed for
gathering information from the environment which will be
shared with other devices and servers. The information
gathered by these miniature devices can lead to
unprecedented privacy loss. Existing network security
protocols like AES, RSA, etc. being computationally
expensive can‟t be employed in IoT.
In this paper, a lightweight encryption algorithm is
proposed to secure confidential messages exchanged
among IoT nodes. It is shown that the proposed algorithm
is simple, secure against popular attacks and is memory
efficient. IoT demands efficient utilization of node
resources that include energy, memory and CPU. To
improve the lifetime of IoT nodes, less computational
security algorithm is proposed that utilizes node energy
efficiently. The proposed algorithm is a good choice for
IoT and it overcomes attacks like brute force attack,
spoofing attack and also provides end-to-end encryption.
The memory footprint of the proposed algorithm makes it
suitable for resource constrained IoT nodes. It is also
deduced from the analysis of the proposed algorithm that
it does not induce computational overhead and is energy
efficient which makes it suitable for Internet of Things.

Brute force Attack
The algorithm is resilient to brute force attack. In our
algorithm, the key size is 32 bits, therefore the number of
possible values for key „k‟ is
n = 232*(1/2) = 4.29 *109*(1/2)
The number of possible values for key also indicates
the number of guesses that an attacker has to make to get
the value of encryption key using brute force attack. Thus,
the probability that an adversary conjectures the value of
key is
p = 1/ n
i.e. p = 1 / (4.29 *109*(1/2))
The value of p indicates that the probability of
conjecturing the value of key is very small. Therefore
making the algorithm resilient to brute force attack which
can further be made stronger by using large sized key.
Spoofing Attack
If the adversary pretends to be server (S), the adversary
can get information about generated session IDs and
cryptographic keys. This assists adversary to decipher all
communicating messages among IoT nodes. Our
proposed algorithm counters this attack by using preshared secret (PSS) that is set-up during bootstrapping
phase. Publisher, that has data to be transmitted, encrypts
“PingReq” message with PSS before forwarding it to
server for obtaining encryption key. Illegitimate server
can‟t decipher PingReq message as it does not have PSS
and thus cannot access the encrypted published messages
also.
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